
 Legacy Application Migration 
 An HPC application is often specialized for its target system. On the other hand, HPC 
system architectures can change drastically over time. In many cases, it is not 
acceptable to completely rewrite an application for every new system.  
 We often need to incrementally improve or evolve existing applications so that 
     they can adapt to new systems.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System-specific optimizations  
- are mandatory to exploit the computing power of modern HPC systems 

 There is no silver bullet. 
- degrade the performance portability of a HPC application 

 The application is specialized for a particular system. 
- make collaboration of scientists and expert programmers more difficult.  

 Code optimizations by expert programmers are often non-intuitive, 
heuristic, and difficult to understand for non-expert programmers. 
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Software evolution 

 Background  -- Software evolution for system revolution -- 

 Motivation -- Demand for custom code transformations -- 

Although many approaches have been proposed to describe optimizations in various 
ways such as compiler directives and special script languages, non-trivial modifications 
of the original code that could be system-specific and/or application-specific are still 
required in practical uses. In addition to basic code transformations, user-defined 
custom transformations are needed for special demands of individual systems and 
applications. 

Xevolver: an XML-based programming framework  
- separates system-specific optimizations from the original application code.  

 System-specific code translation rules are defined in an external file, a so-
called translation recipe, to optimize an application for individual systems 
without messing up the original code.  

- exposes an XML AST to programmers.  
 Programmers can adopt various XML-related technologies to transform, 

analyze, and visualize the application code represented as an XML AST.  

Translation recipes 
- can be different for individual systems and applications 
- define code translation rules of user-defined directives 
- use human-readable XML ASTs as inputs and outputs of translation 
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refactoring 

Xevolver XML XML 

Predefined and/or user-defined directives 
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Optimized  version for System A 

Optimized version for System B 

A proof-of-concept implementation 
- Implementation on top of the ROSE compiler infrastructure 

 Interconversion between ROSE Sage III ASTs and XML ASTs is implemented. 
- Employment of XSLT for description of translation recipes 

 XSLT rules can be written in a human-readable, editable, reusable text format.  
 Other XML-related technologies are also available for translation, analysis, and 

visualization of ASTs. 
- Use of Apache Xerces and Xalan libraries for XML data representation and translation 
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ROSE parser AST2XML 
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XML2AST 

AST C/Fortran C/Fortran 

 Evaluation and discussions 

 Numerical Turbine  
- A real application developed and optimized for 

a vector supercomputer, NEC SX-9 system. 
- GPU computing with OpenACC cannot achieve 

a high performance for the original code at all  
 OpenACC compilers cannot vectorize most 

of the kernel loops 

DO 200 M=1,MF 

  DO 200 K=1,KF 

    DO 200 J=1,JF 

      DO 200 L=lstart,lend 

        II1 = IS(L) 

        II2 = II1+1 

        II3 = II2+1 

        IIF = IT(L) 

        IIE = IIF-1 

        IID = IIE-1 

        DO 200 I=II2,IIF 

          IF (I.LE.II3.OR.I.GE.IIE)THEN  

            STBC=0.0D0 

          ELSE 

            STBC=1.0D0 

          END IF 

!$acc loop private(L) 

DO 200 M=1,MF 

!$acc loop gang 

  DO 200 K=1,KF 

!$acc loop gang,vector 

    DO 200 J=1,JF 

!$acc loop vector 

      DO 200 I=1,inum 

!$acc loop seq 

        DO L=lstart,lend 

          IF (I.ge.IS(L) .and. I.le.IT(L)) EXIT 

        END DO 

        IF (i.ne.IS(L)) THEN 

           IF (I.LE.(IS(L)+2).OR.I.GE.(IT(L)-1)) THEN 
             STBC=0.0D0 
           ELSE 
             STBC=1.0D0 
           END IF 
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Simple converters defined by XSLT rules 

Custom code transformation for migration 
- Some converters are defined using XSLT to translate the original version to the OpenACC version.  
- The original code is just annotated by user-defined directives for transformations.  
 The Xevolver can migrate the application to a GPU cluster system without messing up the  
      original code. 

Migration 
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 The above XSLT-based loop transformation allows 
OpenACC to vectorize the loop nests and thus 
significantly improves the GPU performance. 
Accordingly, by switching the translation recipe, a 
single application code can be translated to the 
best version for each system, and achieve a high 
performance portability.  
 Computational scientists can maintain the original 
code, while performance tuners describe system-
specific optimizations in an external file. Therefore, 
the Xevolver framework will help an appropriate 
division of labor between computational scientists 
and performance tuners. 

 Conclusions 

 Xevolver  -- An extensible programming framework -- 
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SX-9 Tesla C2070 Core i7-930

Speedup ratios of the OpenACC version to the original one for major 
kernel loop nests of Numerical Turbine. The code transformations 
allow the OpenACC compiler to vectorize the loop nests and lead to 
remarkable speedup ratios.  


